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ABSTRACT

As recent world events show, criminal and terrorist
access to nuclear materials is a growing national
concern. The national laboratories are taking the lead
in developing technologies to counter these potential
threats to our national security.

Sandia National Laboratories, with support from
Pacific Northwest Laboratory and the Remote
Sensing Laboratory in Las Vegas, has developed
QUEST (a model to Quantify Uncertain Emergency
Search Techniques), to enhance the performance of
organizations in the search for lost or stolen nuclear
material (Figure 1). In addition, QUEST supports a
wide range of other applications, such as
environmental monitoring, nuclear facilities
inspections, and searcher training.

QUEST simulates the search for nuclear materials
and calculates detector response for various source
types and locations. The probability of detecting a
radioactive source during a search is a function of

Figure 1 The search for nuclear material.

many different variables, including source type,
search location and structure geometry (including
shielding), search dynamics (path and speed), and
detector type and size. Through calculation of
dynamic detector response, QUEST makes possible
quantitative comparisons of various sensor
technologies and search patterns. The QUEST model
can be used as a tool to examine the impact of new
detector technologies, explore alternative search
concepts, and provide interactive search/inspector
training.

INTRODUCTION

There are many challenges associated with the search
for nuclear material. The probability of a search team
detecting a radioactive source is a function of many
different variables. Moreover, probabilities of
detection (PD) are unknown quantities—while the
probability of detection is assumed to be high based
on known detection ranges for an unshielded source,
no quantitative estimates are available. Search
requirements are often based on experience and
intuition. Typical questions for which a quantitative
analysis is necessary include:

° For a given source, structure, search pattern, and
detector, what is the probability of detection? If no
detector signal is received and PD is 0.95, the
searcher could continue somewhere else. If no
detector signal is received and PD is 0.45, perhaps
the structure should be searched more thoroughly,
or new detector technologies pursued.

° For a given source, structure, and detector, what is
the optimum way to search? If searching both
sides of the hallway increases PD from 0.45 to 0.9,
then it would be worthwhile. If, on the other hand,
searching both sides of a hallway increases PD
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from 0.95 to 0.97, then it is probably not worth
expending the extra search time.

0 What are the payoffs from new technologies and
designs? If doubling the detector area increases
PD from 0.45 to 0.9, then it is worthwhile
investigating lighter detectors. If doubling detector
area increases PD from 0.45 to 0.5, then it is not
worthwhile to investigate lighter detectors.

QUEST provides a tool to answer these questions and
others like them by simulating all aspects of the
search process. QUEST provides the ability to call
up computer models of many different building types
in which a nuclear device may be concealed. These
structures can be developed using any one of many
different Computer-Aided Design (CAD) packages.
Once a structure has been developed, the user can
import the building design into the QUEST search
simulation. The primary QUEST window displays
the first-person, three-dimensional point-of-view of
the searcher (Figure 2). The user opens a secondary
window to show the two-dimensional floor plan. S/he
then specifies the characteristics of the nuclear
material source (for example, a nuclear weapon or
radiation dispersal device) within the floor plan and
selects a detector model (such as a hand-held
radiation sensor). Once the simulation begins, the
user can move throughout the simulated environment,
analyzing the calculated detector response.

Figure 2 Graphical Simulation Environment.

THEORY

There are three primary software systems underlying
the analytic model of QUEST: the Transport Physics
(TP), the Component Database (CDB), and the
Graphics Rendering Engine (GRE). The TP
encapsulates radionuclide and gamma-ray databases,

radiological source and detector models, as well as
the radiation transport engine. The CDB provides the
mathematical representation of the simulated
environment supporting assignment of physical
attributes (such as materials, thickness, color, etc.),
and the physical relationships between structural
model subcomponents. And finally, the GRE
maintains the three-dimensional graphic views, and
supports interaction between the user and simulated
environment, including real-time walk-throughs. This
section describes the assumptions underlying each
software system, and provides an overview of their
design and individual contribution to the simulation
whole.

Transport Physics (TP)
The transport physics section of QUEST is
responsible for making calculations that simulate the
emission and detection of radiation. A true
radioactive sample emits gamma rays and X-rays (and
possibly other particles) at specific energy levels.
These photons may pass unimpeded through
intervening materials, or possibly be absorbed,
scattered, or reradiated before reaching a detector.
Photons that pass into a detector are converted to
electrical signals through a variety of physical
processes, and these signals are processed to generate
useful information. The most accurate model of the
physics requires software simulation at the level of
individual radiated photons, for example, Monte
Carlo methods. However, the need to make
calculations in a reasonably short time, in order to
support real-time simulation, has led us to develop
more approximate techniques.

Algorithm Overview. We choose to model only
photon interactions occurring on a straight line
between each source and detector. Scattering effects
are approximated but treated as losses - no attempt is
made to follow scattered or reradiated photons in the
current version of the simulation. The mathematical
models we use to represent physical processes are
adaptations of those employed in SYNTH [Hensley]
and GRPANAL [Gunnink]. However, an important
design goal of QUEST is to structure the calculations
in a manner that allows the accuracy of the simulation
to improve with the amount of computer time
available. This makes it easy to extend the QUEST
software to more powerful processing architectures.

The physics simulation can be analyzed by
considering the following topics:

° Source specification,

° Effects of moving sources and detectors,



° Radiation losses while traveling between a source
and detector crystal,

c Conversion of intercepted radiation energy to
electrical signals, and

° Signal processing by a detector.

Source Specification. Source specification has been
grouped into two parts. The first part specifies the
physical dimensions and composition of the source
(disk shapes and point sources are presently
supported). For finite sources, the bulk composition
and thickness of the source determine the self-
absorption. The material specification of the source
can include an admixture of elements and a user-
selected density. The second portion of the source
specification selects the radioisotopes contained in
the sample. The Erdtmann-Soyka gamma-ray library
has been incorporated in a relational database as have
certain other data (e.g., parent-daughter branching
ratios for selected nuclei, and stable isotopes along
with their thermal and resonance neutron-capture
cross sections) that were not included in the original
compilation [Erdtmann].

The user may specify the element (Z), atomic mass
(A), and state (ground or metastable). As isotopes are
added to a list, the quantity of the isotope is specified
in one of several units. The completed isotope list
may be subjected to decay, with daughter products
automatically added to the list based on the specified
decay time. Bateman equations are used to calculate
the quantities of daughter products, and thus complex
decay chains may be modeled [Friedlander]. QUEST
then searches the nuclide and gamma-ray databases
and produces a sorted list of the isotopes contributing
to the spectrum and the number of contributing
gamma rays.

Moving Sources and Detectors. Sources and
detectors in QUEST are allowed to move through
space and change their axes of orientation. Thus, the
photon flux received by a detector varies in time.
Real detectors count photon interactions for a
specified sampling period, then report the
accumulated spectral information and move on to the
next sampling period. The TP simulates sampling
behavior by numerically integrating the received
photon flux over time. Each detector carries out an
integration specific to its sampling period and motion
through space. An adaptive integration algorithm is
used to allow tradeoffs between simulation accuracy
and execution time.

Radiation losses during transmission. Given an
instantaneous source-detector geometry, the TP
models photon emission along straight lines between
each source and detector. Currently, detector crystals
have finite spatial extent, but sources are treated as
points. This means a straight-line path for simulated
radiation can be any line segment starting from a
source and ending somewhere inside the detector
crystal. Each source emits a certain number of
photons per second at specific energies. This photon
flux is diminished before reaching the detector by
collisions with other particles along the path. Since
the final flux at the end of a path is geometry-
dependent, the total flux received by the detector is a
volume integral of individual flux contributions. We
calculate the integral numerically using a special two-
dimensional projection and an adaptive meshing
technique borrowed from finite element methods.
Again this allows the solution accuracy to increase
with available computer time.

Converting Received Photons to Electrical Signals.
A detector contains a crystal for converting received
photons into electrons by a variety of physical
processes, such as the photoelectric effect, Compton
scattering, and pair production. In addition, the
relatively narrow energy spectrum of a photon stream
is spread out due to the thermal noise of the crystal
atoms. Thus, a photon flux at one energy is detected
as a set of electrons with a continuum of energies.
The TP models the electron-generating process for
each incoming photon, and adds the individual
continuums together to define a continuous energy
function. The user determines most detector features
by specifying the crystal type, size, resolution, and
efficiency.

Detector Signal Processing. All detectors capture the
energy continuum in a series of finite-width
channels. As mentioned previously, they also
integrate signals over a sampling period; thus, each
reported channel is an integral over a range of energy
and time. The energy range and number of detector
channels are defined by the user. In addition, the TP
models distortions due to nonlinearities in the
electronic amplifier gain of the detector. The set of
detected amplitudes in every channel is stored and fed
into an "algorithm" defined by the user that reports a
single number during the simulation.

Component Database (CDB)
The purpose of the Component Data Base (CDB) is
the representation of physical structures, such as
buildings, in the QUEST virtual environment. Two



requirements are placed on the CDB: it must allow
the user to select subparts of the structures for
interactive manipulation, and it must make it possible
to compute the interaction of gamma rays and streams
of elementary particles with the structures.

Structures. A physical structure is represented as a
set of components that stand in a hierarchical
relationship to one another, making it possible for the
user to manipulate the structure at different levels of
granularity. Such manipulations include the
assignment of attributes (material type, thickness,
color or transparency) and geometric transformations
(translations and rotations). For instance, the user
could select and assign a color to a single wall panel,
the wall which contains the panel in a room, or all
interior walls of the building; or s/he could select the
entire building for translation to another location in
the virtual environment. QUEST also allows
attributes to be bundled together and included as a
group identified by name. A group-may contain
values for the material type, thickness, color and
transparency attributes.

During a QUEST simulation run, all the structures in
the environment are represented by a single
component tree. Each subtree represents a
component, the lowest-level component being a
single polygon, attribute, geometric transformation or
information (label) node. The components in the tree
are read in from one or more QUEST Structure Files
(QSF). Every component used in QUEST is initially
defined in an AutoCAD DXF file [AutoCAD]. When
the component is first used, it is converted from DXF
to QSF format. During this conversion, DXF layer
names are interpreted as group names and DXF layer
colors are interpreted as (unbundled) colors. The
QSF format is a subset of the Virtual Reality
Modeling Language (VRML) format [Bell]. VRML
is an ASCII file format patterned after the Silicon
Graphics Open Inventor file format [Wernecke].

In general, each subtree of the component tree can be
selected for interactive manipulation. The subtrees of
a component are determined by the block structure of
the DXF file from which the component originated.
Note that DXF blocks can be nested.

Binary Space Partitioning (BSP) Trees. In addition
to the component tree described above, the structures
in the QUEST environment are represented by one or
more BSP trees [Fuchs]. Each BSP tree represents
the same geometry as some subcomponent of the
component tree but in a fashion optimized for rapid
spatial searching. Two ray-shooting operations are

provided to compute the interactions of a given ray
with the structures in the environment (Figure 3).
One returns the sequence of material types the ray
encounters with the thickness of each material
traversed, and the other merely returns the location of
each intersection with a structural element and the
identifier of the polygon intersected.

Figure 3 Building Search Showing Ray Shot.

Graphics Rendering Engine (GRE)
QUEST supports the three-dimensional display of,
and direct user interaction with, the simulated
structural environment. The GRE has the ability to
display DXF translated VRML files. For each multi-
storied building, each level of the building is drawn
and saved to a separate DXF file. This not only
makes it easier to create, copy, and edit building
drawings but also allows for easy level isolation
within the 3D graphics rendering. The main purpose
of level isolation within the first person three-
dimensional (3D) graphics rendering is to minimize
the number of polygons that need to be rendered on
each 3D graphics refresh cycle. By minimizing the
number of polygons that need to be rendered, a faster
graphic refresh cycle can be accomplished, thus
giving a smoother appearing first person 3D graphics
display.

Another purpose of a level isolation is to allow an
overhead/topdown view of the current level in a
separate graphics window. This allows the user to
see where in the current level s/he is. In order to
accomplish these 3D views, QUEST utilizes the
WorldToolKit graphics library [WorldToolKit].
Unlike other graphics rendering languages such as
GL or OpenGL, WorldToolKit does not provide a
simple method of rendering the same 3D graphical
object multiple times in different graphics windows.



Three-Dimensional Object Movement. TheGRE
supports the interactive movement of "active objects"
through the simulated environment Active objects
are limited to sources, detectors, and the user's view
position when the view position is not attached to
either a prerecorded source or detector path.

There are three states for active objects: recording a
path for an active object, playing back a recorded
path of an active object, and the unattached first
person view position. When the user is recording an
active object's path the user's view position is
attached to the view position of the active object
When the user is playing back a recorded path, s/he
may chose to attach her/himself to the view position
of any active object. If there are no recorded paths
for any detectors, and there are recorded source paths,
the user's view position is the current position of a
detector. If there is/are path(s) being played back, the
user may unattach her/himself from either a source or
detector path and become an unattached object. The
user may then observe the movement of the recorded
paths in the first person view window. If there is a
recorded path of a source, the unattached user's
position becomes an interactive detector and is the
current active detector.

APPLICATION

The QUEST application is divided into three distinct
operational modes: Scenario Definition, Simulation,
and Analysis. All three modes are accessed through
an intuitive panel of buttons in the QUEST main
screen (Figure 4).

QUEST: ulfiDScenorto

Quantify Uncertain Emergency Search Techniques
Sandfa National Laboratorin

Complete Complete Complete Complete Ready Not Ready

Structure^) Source (s) Detects r(s) Background Simulation Analysis

Figure 4 QUEST Main Screen, Scenario Definition.

Scenario Definition Mode
A Scenario encompasses all of the parameters
required to execute a search simulation, and is
comprised of the following:

Structure Layout
Component Grouping & Material Assignment

Source Definition
Physical Composition

Radioisotope Specification
Detector Definition

Detector Type & Material Specification
Electronics
Algorithms

Background

Like parameters are grouped in a natural order. For
instance, all the parameters related to the detector
specification are together. Each of the four primary
subsections, Structure Layout, Source Definition,
Detector Definition, and Background, is accessed
through its corresponding panel button. This
grouping makes it convenient for QUEST to display
traditionally computed information, such as a photon
transmission curve or a detector efficiency curve. An
example of the detector definition screen is given in
Figure 5. Once defined, Scenarios'can be directly run
through the Simulation button, and/or saved to disk
file for later execution.
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Figure 5 Example QUEST Definition Screen, Detector.

Simulation Mode
Utilizing a previously defined Scenario, QUEST
provides a three-dimensional, first-person point-of-
view interactive simulation. During the execution of
a simulation, the user may assume the point-of-view
of any scenario-defined detector or source, and can
display the real-time response for any detector
algorithm. The user is given the option of saving the
detector-collected spectra and algorithm response to
disc file for later analysis.

Analysis Mode
Following completion of a simulation run, the user
can step through the detector-collected spectra and
algorithm response data while viewing comparative
charts of output versus the position of the various



Scenario-defined objects in the 3D graphics window.
Under this operational mode, the active numerical
simulation associated with the physics transport is
suspended, freeing computational capability to
display collected data.

SUMMARY

QUEST is proving to be a valuable tool that allows
analysts, detector developers, and search managers to
quantitatively explore the impact of technical or
procedural changes on the nuclear material search
process. The QUEST model provides a tool for
examining the impact of new detector technologies,
exploring alternative search concepts, studying new
data fusion techniques, and a wide range of other
practical studies.

QUEST was developed to be a portable, extensible
simulation environment. Based in advanced object-
oriented design methodologies, phenomenology is
encoded in separate software modules that can be
enhanced or replaced. Developed entirely in C++,
OpenGL, and the cross-platform user interface
builder XVT, QUEST is portable between
workstations (SGI Irix), and personal computer
(Microsoft Windows NT / 95) systems [XVT]. In
addition, the use of a standard external file format
(VRML) for structures makes it possible to use
QUEST structures with other software packages.

Designed from the beginning to support large-scale,
real-time, man-in-the-loop simulations of the nuclear
material search process, QUEST provides timely and
valuable scientific support to both search managers in
the field, and analysts in the laboratory. Quantitative
models such as QUEST allow searchers and
inspection teams to optimize their building walk-
throughs and to maximize the probability of finding
materials that can pose a threat.

Sandia National Laboratories remains dedicated to
the support and development of QUEST. Work is
underway to develop operational extensions to
QUEST allowing for integration of both simulated
and real-world searcher inputs. In addition, Sandia
envisions a wide range of future applications for this
simulation technology in areas as diverse as
environmental monitoring, nuclear facilities
inspections, and searcher training applications.
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The Problem

° Probabilities of detection are unknown quantities.
Assumed to be high based on known detection ranges for
unshielded sources. However, no quantitative estimates are
available.

Search requirements are based on experience and intuition.

° For a given source, structure, search, and detector
configuration, what is the probability of detection?

° What are the payoffs from new technologies and
designs?

° What is the optimum detector algorithm to use?

2 / 1 0 Sandia National Laboratories



The Solution: QUEST

QUEST calculates dynamic detector response to gamma-rays
for searches in which all relevant variables are at the

control of the model user:

° Source Type and Location

° Building Geometry and Materials Specification
0 Search Dynamics, Path and Speed

° Detector Type and Data Processing Algorithms

QUEST allows search managers, detector developers, and
analysts to quantitatively explore the impact of technical or

procedural changes in the search process.
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Structures

A 3D environment is
created in a CAD program
and input into QUEST.

Search paths can be chosen
and manipulated.

Sources can be placed
in desired locations
and given attributes.

Material types can
be changed.

Buildings can be
copied and moved.

4/10 Sandia National Laboratories



Inputs

#/sec

I

Each source has a
characteristic
emission spectra

% per cm

% per cm

Ttth - • E

A given detector has a
characteristic capture
efficiency

% per cm

Each absorber has a
characteristic absorption
spectra

- • E

TTTTnTTTm „
- • E

Search-related inputs: Pattern

Speed

Step size

Other inputs: Average background rate

- • E Detection algorithm (or threshold)
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Output Characteristics

Count Rate

t
QUEST calculated

Total area is a measure of the probability
of detection: increases with time window
during which detection is likely and with
degree to which counts exceed noise

Actual Search

Detection Threshold
(Trip Level)

Average background

Tonei Alarm Tone 2 Alarm Tone 2 Tone 3 Tonei Tone 4 Time
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QUEST, The Application

The QUEST application is divided into three modes of operation:
(1) Scenario Definition, (2) Simulation, and (3) Static Analysis.

mQUEST: v 1.0.0 Scenario
W^mM§^B^^^'rr-.-::'.::r' '•'- ^ • •-'•:'•• •'•ll^-^MkLll

Quantify Uncertain Emergency Search Techniques
Sandia National Laboratories

Complete Complete Complete Complete Ready Not Ready

Structure(s) Source(s) Detector(s) Background Simulation . Analysis

Main QUEST Application Screen

Scenario definition encompasses specification of the Structure(s)
(layout and material assignment), Source(s), Detector(s), and
Background.
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QUEST: Scenario Definition

A QUEST Scenario encompasses all the defined
components required to run a search simulation,
including:

Structural Layout
Material Assignment

Source Definition
Physical Composition
Radioisotope Specification

Detector Definition
Detector Type and Material Specification
Electronics
Algorithm

Background

8 / 1 0 Sandia National Laboratories



QUEST: Simulation & Static Analysis

During a simulation run, windows display the first-person-point-of-
view of the searcher, as well as the two-dimensional floor plan. The
user defines the l ^k ' 1 ' • iMm'mrW. t i , - ' : lv' l["¥| P a t h a tyP1^1

searcher might B H B i | H H ^ M follow in a
walk-through of | | H ^ M 8 B B S H H H ^ P ^ ^ " ' the building.

Following
completion of a
simulation run,
the user may step through the
simulation model, examining
collected spectral data in greater
detail.
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Software Architecture

The QUEST application was developed using object-
oriented techniques, and was designed for portability

and reusability.

° Implemented in C++ and OpenGL.

° Portable between PC Windows NT/95 and UNIX
Workstations, from Portable Notebooks to Deskside
Workstations.

° Integrated with Commercial-off-the-Shelf Components
such as CAD Design (DXF) and Virtual Reality
Environment applications (VRML).

° Phenomenology is encoded in separate software modules
which can be enhanced or replaced.

10/10 Sandia National Laboratories


